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Inequalities
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interest are associated with the names

of Beesack, Benson, Boyd, Calvert, Das, Hardy, Hua, Opial, Wong and Yang.
In this note an elementary
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method

The resultant

used in a recent paper by Benson will be

new class of inequalities

will bring a great number

of inequalities—such as inequalities of Hardy's and those of Opial's-under

one roof,

so to speak.

Chapter 1. Introduction
Inequalities of considerable interest are associated with the names of Beesack,
Benson, Boyd, Calvert, Das, Hardy, Hua, Opial, Wong and Yang. The present
note is a continuation of the author's previous papers [27], [28] in that Benson's
method will be further investigated here. Actually, we are going to combine
Benson's method with that of Beesack. In a number of papers ([2] -[5] ),
Beesack dealt with certain integral inequalities involving a function and its derivative. One of those results [5, Theorem 3.1.1] is a generalization of Hardy's inequality, and may be stated as follows:
Suppose that the differential equation

(1.1)

(d/dx) [r(y'f-1]

+ syp~l = 0 (p > 1)

has a solution y(x) such that y(x) > 0, y'(x) > 0 on (a, b), and that
y'ly = 0[(x -a)~l]

as x—* a+.

If r(x) = 0[(x- ay-1 ) (or [r(x)] qlp fx r~qlpdt = 0(x - a)), and ibar(ufdx <
°°, then for every integral u(x) = fx u dt (with u nonnegative), we have

0-2)

fb supdx< C r(u'fdx.

Ja

Ja

Here, s(x), r(x), r'(x) are assumed continuous on an interval a<x <b, and
r(x) > 0, s(x) > 0 on this interval, while a or b or both, may be infinite,
and p, q are conjugate exponents for Holder's inequality.
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Basically, the method used in [2]—[5] depends on a relationship between
the solution of certain differential boundary value problems and corresponding
related integral inequalities. For (1.2), for example, the related boundary value
conditions are

(A)

(br(y'fdx < °° with y(x) = Cy'dt,

Ja

(B)

Ja

lim r(x)y(x)[y'(x)]p-i=0.

x-*b-

If the solution y of (1.1) satisfies (A), (B), then equality will hold in (1.2) for
the very solution of (1.1), and consequently the inequality (1.2) is sharp (that is,
the unit constant on the right side is the best possible).
Moreover, if /* r(y')Pdx = °°, then (1.2) is still sharp if either

lim /(xM*)^*)]""1

<»or

x-*a+

Üm K*M*) [/(*)]p-1 < °°
x-*b—

(Compare these boundary conditions with those in (A) and (B) above.)
In this way the author in [5] treated, thoroughly and elegantly, the exten-

sions of Hardy's inequality for integrals [16, pp. 240-243] : if p > 1, u(x) =
fx u'dt with u'(x) > 0, then

S>-p»Pdx<(p^T)PSo~wdx
unless u = 0. The constant is best possible.
Hardy's inequality is the special case of the quoted theorem having a = 0,
b = °°, y(x) = x(p~1"p. (We obtain both Hardy's inequality and the above
generalization of it as special cases of more general theorems in Chapter 2.)
Now returning to Benson's method we find that all results in [10] are based
on the elementary algebraic inequality

x2n - 2«x + 2« - 1 > 0 for all real x ¥= 1,

0-3)
where « is any positive integer.(i)

= 0 for x-l,
(See also [22, pp. 126-129, 226].)

Explicit-

ly, Benson's method consists of the following steps (see also [22, p. 126]):
(1) Start from (1.3) to show that an expression which contains a function
together with its derivative is nonnegative.
(2) To both sides of the inequality add something which is an exact derivative.
(1) See the comments in Zbl. Math. 146 (1968), 75-76, by P. R. Beesack, related to the
paper of D. C. Benson.
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(3) Integrate both sides of the inequality to obtain the desired inequality.
Here, we unify the above-mentioned two methods (i.e. Beesack's method in
[5] and Benson's method in [10]) to produce integral inequalities which were
neither handled in [5], nor in [10]. We bring all these inequalities, including
those in [5] and in [10], under one roof, so to speak.
The reason why these two methods, which in appearance have no connection
With each other, can be combined together, lies in the fact that they both use
certain elementary algebraic inequalities as their starting point. This became more
apparent when Benson's method was further developed in [27] and [28].
Although the following inequalities (1.4), (1.5), and Lemma 1.1 were already
used in [28], for completeness we shall quote these inequalities and the lemma
(but without proof) here.
Now, instead of (1.3) the elementary algebraic inequalities which we shall
use in the sequel are as follows ([1] or [16, Theorem 41]):

0-4)

s" + (p - l)f - pst"'1 > 0 (p > 1 or p < 0);

(1.5)

sP + (p - \)tp -pstp~l

< 0 (0 <p < 1).

Here, s and t are nonnegative (positive if p < 0), and in both cases strict
inequality holds unless s = t. (We also note that when p = 0 or p = 1, the
left sides of both (1.4) and (1.5) become identically zero for all s and t.) For
p = 2n with « a positive integer and r = 1, (1.4) is valid for any real s, since
in this case (1.4) coincides with (1.3).
The associated integral inequalities are stated in the following lemma. The
special case p = 2n of (1.6) below gives the basic integral inequality used by

Benson in [10].
Lemma 1.1. Let v(x) be absolutely continuous on [a,ß] with v'(x)>
0 a.e. Also, suppose that Q(x) is nonnegative a.e. and measurable on [a, ß ],
and G(v, x) is continuously differentiable for x E [a, ß], and v in the range
of the function v(x), with Gu(v, x) > 0.(2) Then, if the integrals exist,

fßa[Qv'p+0-1)

(Gvf/(P-»Q-i/(P-V +pGx]dx

(1-6)

> p [G(v(ß),ß) - G(v(a), a)] (p > 1 or p < 0),

fa [Qvp +0-1)
(L7)

(Gvyfo-»<rl/(p-1) + PGx]dx
<p[G(o(ß),ß)-G(v(a),a)]

(2) We note that in case p = 2n with

0 a.e., and Gu(v, x) > 0 may be removed.

(0<P<1),

n a positive integer, the restrictions

u'(x) >
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where Gv = (b/bv)G(v, x), Gx = (b/bx)G(v, x). Equality in both (1.6) and (1.7)
holds if and only if the differential equation

(1.8)

p' = (<VO>,/(P-,)

is satisfied almost everywhere.

The details of our results will be presented in the next three chapters. In
Chapter 2 we give further extensions of Opial's inequality. These extensions have
the form

(1-9)

Cb S\u\p\u'\qdx<—?—

Ja

p + q

(bR\u'\p+qdx,

Ja

where p, q are constants such that either p > 0, q > 1, or p < 0, q < 0, and
the functions R, S are related to the coefficients r, s in a boundary value
problem involving the differential equation

(1.10)

(d/dx) (r(x) \y'(x)]p'q } = s'(x)\y(x)]plq.

The admissible functions u for (1.9) are integrals on [a, b) with u(a) = 0, and

S%R]n'\p+qdx<<*>.
The inequality (1.9) and the differential equation (1.10) were discussed by
Boyd and Wong in [11], but with q - 1 (p > 0). Moreover, the equation (1.10)
with q = \ was considered as long as ten years ago when Beesack used it, for the
first time, to obtain Hardy type inequalities. Also, inequalities of the form (1.9)
were considered in a later paper [9] by Beesack and Das, but without relating
them to a corresponding boundary value problem. We thus generalize the results
of Boyd and Wong as well as unify some of the main results obtained in 1968
by Beesack and Das [9].
Although our original purpose was to get the generalization of Opial's original
inequality, the essential part in this chapter is §2.3, in which we discuss the
sharpness concerning the inequalities of the form (1.9) when the solution y of
(1.10) is not admissible, that is, ¡%R\y'f+qdx = °°. In this section, as well as
in the last two chapters, Beesack's method of showing that the constants are best
possible is used. In §2.4, a number of examples are given. One of them is as

follows:

(1.11)

ib(x-arp\u\p\u'\dx<(-^-\~Pfba\u'\p

valid for any u suchthat

u(x) = faíu'dt

°° where -°°<a<ô<°°.

for xE(a,b)

+ ldx (p>0),
and /* \u'\p+1dx <

Equality holds in (1.11) if and only if u = 0.

The constant is best possible.
In the last two chapters we use another differential boundary value problem
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to produce another new class of inequalities having the form

(r>>

„ ,„

fa W\uWdx)

(1.12)

V/0>+<J)

/

+^j

q \ */0>+<?) ,r& _, ,fc,

C >/a Stfdx

</_9_U/(P+<i)c-ifi
\p+qj

Here either p > 0, k> q>\

R\u'\kdx.

Ja

or p<0,

fc< ? < 0 or p > 0, A:< 0 <

# < 1; R, S are related to the differential coefficients appearing in the boundary
value problem, and W involves an arbitrary nonnegative function, while u is
any one of a suitable class of functions. Some inequalities related to (1.12) are
also obtained. A reversed inequality of (1.12), that is, the inequality (1.12) with
the direction of the inequality sign reversed, is also studied. The inequalities of
Hardy [1, Theorem 330] and those of Opial's type are connected by (1.12),
which contains, as special cases, both quoted inequalities. Opial's original in-

equality is obtained from (1.12) by setting p = q = l,k = 2, W= R = 1,5 = 0,
and a = 0 < b < °°. Hardy's inequality turns out to be a very special case of
(1.12) with some modifications. Formally, Hardy's inequality is the special
case of (1.12) having W = 0, a = 0, b = °°, R=xk~r, S = (\r - 1\)/k)kx~r,
where k > 1, r i= 1, although the actual derivation of Hardy's inequality in
§3.4 does not proceed in this way. Finally, we note that in 1969, Boyd [12]
had previously considered inequalities of the form (1.12) but with the second
term replaced by zero.

Chapter 2. Further Extensions and
Generalizations
of Opial's Inequality
2.1. Introduction. We shall now give some further results related to Opial's
integral inequality. These results differ from those in [28] in that the latter
provided a general and sharpened form of Opial's inequality, whereas the
following theorems extend and generalize Opial's inequality in other directions.
Moreover, in Chapter 3 we shall consider other extensions of Opial's inequality
in a quite different manner. It will be found that some results in this chapter
are covered by Chapter 3; nevertheless it is worth doing these separately because
the nature of those proofs is quite different. The proof in the present chapter
will be carried out by using Benson's method together with some Riccati-like
equations whose simple form was used by Boyd and Wong [11]. It may not be
without interest to note that in [11] the authors mentioned that their method
was in turn suggested by a paper of P. R. Beesack [5].
In 1967 Boyd and Wong [11] proved the following type of extension of the

inequalityof Z. Opial [24] :

d. t. shum
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<2-L1)

fb s\uf\u'\dx<cfbr\u'\p+1dx

where b < °°, and the weighting functions r and s are nonnegative in
C1 [0, b], satisfying some Riccati-like equation. For r(x) = s(x) = 1, and p =
1, (2.2.1) reduces to Opial's inequality. (See also Olech [23], Beesack [6],
Levinson [19], Mallows [20], and Pederson [25] for successively simpler proofs

of Opial's inequality; as well as Redheffer [26], Beesack and Das [9], Boyd [12],
[13] for other generalizations of this inequality.)
The purpose of this chapter is to establish inequalities of the following type:

(2.1.2)

C" s\uf\u\q dx <—<L- (bR\u'\p+qdx,

Ja

p + q Ja

valid for all p, q such that either p > 0, q > 1 or p < 0, q < 0.
The inequality (2.1.1) is a specialcase of (2.1.2) with q = 1, p > 0, a =
0 and b < ~. (See also §2.5.)
2.2. Main results. In this section we shall only prove Theorem 2.1 below.
In order to prove this theorem we suppose that the following boundary value

problem

(a) £

{«x) \y'(x)]p/q } = s'(x) \y(x)]plq,

(b) lim y{r(y'y/q-syp/q}

= 0,

(C) um y{r(y'y/q-syp/q}

= 0,

x-*a+

(2.2.1)

x-b-

(d) r(x)(y'/yy/qff*r-q/pdt\p/q = 0(1) as x-*a+,
(e) [br(y')(p+qVqdx<°°,
Ja

has a solution y = fxy'dt with y > 0 in (a, b) (a or b or both may be
infinite), where r is positive in C(a, b) such that fbar~q'pdx < °°, and s is
nonnegative in C'(a, b). Here r and s are related to R, S by (2.2.3) below,
and if p = 0, we assume that r = s. After setting h = (y'/yy'q, we see that
h satisfies the Riccati-like equation

(2.2.2)

(r/i)' + (p/q)rh(p+q'>/p= s'(x) for x E (a, b) and p ^ 0.

(Equations (2.2.1a) and (2.2.2) with q = 1, p > 0 were used by Boyd and Wong
in [11].)
Theorem 2.1. Let p > 0, q > 1, or p < 0, q < 0, and suppose that r, s
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satisfy the conditions listed below (2.2.1). Let y - fxy'dt, having y' > 0, be
a solution of the boundary value problem (2.2.1). Let w be a positive, measurable function on (a, b) such that ¡x w~l dt <°° for x E (a, b), and define

the functions R, S on (a, b) by
R(x) = r(x)[w(x)]<p+q-¡(q-lVq,

S(x) =.s(x) [w(x)]q MJ W *dt)
* Finally, let u be any function which is locally absolutely continuous on (a, b)

such that u(x) = fxu' dt, and for which f¡¡ R \u \p+q dx < °°. Then

(2.2.4)

(" S(x)]uf\u'\q dx < -?—

Ja

p + q

(" R(x)\u'\p+qdx,

Ja

valid for all p, q such that p > 0, q > 1. If, in addition, u does not change

sign on (a, b), then (2.2.4) is sri// validfor all p, q such that p < 0, q < 0.
Equality holds in (2.2.4) for p =£0 i/a«ci only if
ry 2 5)

u = fc*y

(*i a constant),

w = k2(y')~l

(k2 > 0, a constant) (q ¥= 1),

or u = kxy if q = 1. If p = 0, (2.2.4) reduces to an identity in u.
In order to prove this theorem, we state the following lemma, the proof of
which can be accomplished by using Holder's inequality.

Lemma 2 .1. Let p > 0, q> 0 or p <0,q <0 and suppose that
f¡¡R¡u'\p+q dx<°°, and r(x)h(x) (Ja r~qlpdtylq = 0(1) as x-* a+, as
stated in the above hypotheses of Theorem 2..1. Then Sxwq~l\fi'\qdx<00

for x G (a, b), and
(fcx

.

,

\(p+?)/<?

I wq-l\u'\qdt)

Ja

J

r(x)h(x) = 0.

If, in addition, we assume that Jb r~qlp dx < °°, then fb w"'1 \u'\q dx < °°.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we note that, when p = 0, (2.2.4) becomes
an identity in u, so we may assume that p =£0. Now, from (1.6) on replacing
p by (p + q)/q, we have, for (p + q)/q > 1,

¡l {QXv')(p+qVq
+ (p/q)(Gv)(p+qVpQ-q/p
+ [(p+ q)/q]Gx} dx
(2.2.7)
>[(p+q)/q]G(v,x)\ß

la

.

By (1.8), on replacing p by (p + q)/q, equality holds in (2.2.7) if and only if
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(2.2.8)

v' = (Gv/Q)q/p,a.e.

Now, let z(x) = fx wq~l \u'\qdt which is well defined by Lemma 2.1.
In (2.2.7), set

V- f* wq~l\n'\qzp/qdt = [q/(p + q)] z<P+<7>/<?
(since (p + q)lq > 0), ô -i*"*<H*tf»*,
have, for a < a < ß < b,

G = v(rh), and on using (2.2.2) we

(ßR\u'\p+qdx +fß s'z(P+qVqdx

(2.2.9)

Ja

Ja

> [z(ß)]{p+q)/qr(ß)h(ß)-

[z(a)](P+")/<?r(a)/i(a).

By integrating by parts, (2.2.9) reduces to

[& R\u'f+qdx + [z(a)](p+qVqr(a)h(a)

Ja

(2.2.10)

> [Z(ß)](p +qVqr(ß)h(ß) + [2(a)] <p+<7>/<?s(a)

- [z03)](p+<?)/<7s(J3)
+ [(p +<,)/<?]/'' w^V/Vr7«**.
Now by letting a —►a+, on using (2.2.6), and the fact that s(x) ~>0 noted

following(2.2.1), we have
(2.2.11)

(ß R\u'\p+qdx > [z(ß))ip+q)/q[r(ß)n(ß)~ ffî\

Ja

+ ^^-f
q

Ja

swq-xzplq\u\qdx.

On noting the definition of h(x), and using the last assertion in Lemma 2.1
and the boundary condition (2.2.1c), together with the fact that y'(x) is
positive and y(x) is increasing on (a, b), we finally get, on letting ß —►b in

(2.2.11),

(2.2.12) J* sh^W^u'I« dx< [-^-1

/* R\u'\p+qdx.

Now, using Holder's inequality with indices q and q = q/(q - 1), we have
(in case p > 0, q > 1),

That is,
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w-'dt)-1
(;>-'*)"'•
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q)/" \u\p<zp'q.

On noting the definition of S(x), the proof of (2.2.4) is completed by combining

(2.2.12)and (2.2.14).
Equality holds in (2.2.13), and hence in (2.2.14), if and only if u does not
change sign, and wq~l \u'\q = k0w~l (k¡¡ > 0, a constant), or

(2.2.15)

u' = kw~l

(k a constant).

If u does not change sign on (a, b), then the first inequality in (2.2.13) becomes
an equality, and consequently (2.2.13), (2.2.14) and the equality condition (2.2.15)
are still valid for all p, q such that pq > 0 and p + q < 0. (We also note that
when q = I, (2.2.14) is still true, and equality holds in this case if and only if
u does not change sign.)

Now, by using (2.2.8), equality holds in (2.2.10) if and only if
wq~l \u'\qzplq = «<?/pz(p+<?)/<?,
or z'/z = hqlp my'/y. That is, z = cy', for some
positive constant c. Hence by using the definition of z, equality holds in (2.2.10)

if and only if
(2.2.16)

U'\ = (cy')l/q w(l~q)/q.

This, together with (2.2.15), means that equality can hold in (2.2.4) only if,
(for q * 1),
u=kty

(kl a constant),

w = k2(y')~l

(k2>0

a constant).-

With u, w so defined by (2.2.17) it is easy to show that w is well defined,
that u is admissible (that is, « satisfies the hypotheses stated in the theorem),
and that equality in (2.2.4) is attained. We only point out that in the course of
these proofs we need (2.2.1a, b, c, e), together with a repeated use of integration

by parts.
For q = 1, equality can hold in (2.2.4) only if u does not change sign
(by a remark following (2.2.15)), and \u'\ = cy' by (2.2.16). Hence, equality
can hold in (2.2.4) for q = 1 only if u = kty (fc, a constant). As pointed
out in the above paragraph, we can again get equality in (2.2.4) in this case,
proving the theorem.
Remark 2.1. We note that the assumption (2.2.le), which will be removed
in the following section, together with the fact that w = k2(y')~l is well defined, ensures the existence of a nontrivial admissible function, namely the very
solution y of (2.2.1).
Remark 2.2. Although we only prove Theorem 2.1 here, we may establish
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another theorem with u(b) = 0, by interchanging the roles of a and b in
Theorem 2.1. Actually, in order to obtain the Opial's original inequality as a
special case, one needs both Theorem 2.1 and the corresponding theorem with

u(b) = 0.
2.3. Sharpness of the inequalities when y is not admissible. We are now
going to deal with those cases where the inequality (2.2.4) is best possible, but
equality is only attained in the trivial case u = 0 (or never in case p < 0, q <
0). We first note that when w = (y')_1, (2.2.4) reduces to

C s(y')l-qyp(x-qVqW\u\q dx

Ja

(2.3.1)

q
cb
—
f>(y')(p+qKl~q)/q
\u'\p+qdx.
q Ja v '
P ++<7

In order to duscuss the sharpness of (2.3.1), we must now consider separately
the two cases p > 0, q > 1 and p < 0, q < 0, as the details differ in the
two cases. The basic ideas in these subsections were adapted from [5].

2.3.1. The case p >0,q>
I. The hypotheses as stated in Theorem 2.1
are unchanged except that instead of (2.2.1) we now assume

(a) £

(2.3.2)

{r(x) \y'(x)]plq}=s'(x)\y(x)]plq,

(b) y[r(y'y'q

-syptq]

=0(1)

as x-»a+,

(c) y[r(y'y'q

-syp/q]

= o(l) as x — b-

(d) r(x) (y'/yy/q(f*rq/pdt\Plq'•=
(e) f%0')ip+,)/,«&
J a

0(1) as x-*a+,

= oo,

has a positive solution y(x)=fxy'dt
suchthat y'(x) > 0 on (a, b). (We
note that (2.3.2a, c, d) ensure the validity of the inequality (2.3.1) itself as proved

in Theorem 2.1, that (2.3.2b) is weaker than (2.2.1b), and that (2.3.2e) states
that there exists no nontrivial admissible function for which equality can be
attained in (2.3.1). ) Under these assumptions (2.3.1) is sharp, that is, the
constant q/(p + q) is best possible, although equality holds in (2.3.1) if and

only if u = 0.
To prove this we first note that for any S > 0, by selecting a' or b',
or perhaps both, appropriately close to a or b, we have
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ir(a)\y'(a')]p/q-s(a')\y(a,)]p/q}

/

(2-33) +(p~fq-'^pl^'y^

^b')^')]p/q-s(b')\y(b')]p/q}

<7^Jçb\r(y'ïp+q),qdx.
This follows from (2.3.2b, c, e) and the fact that y(x), with y(a) = 0, is positive
and increasing on (a, b).
Now we take

u'(x) = 0,

(2-3.4)
Then m(x) = y(x) -y(a)

a<x<a,

=/(jc)j

a'<x<ô\

= 0,

Z>'<x<è.

for a' <x <b', and for p > 0,

[u(x)]p+l = \y(x)]p"{l-y-^Y+1
(2.3 5)

>[K*)]p+1{l-(p

+ D^},

• <*<*'.

This inequality is the special case of (1.4) with p replaced by p + 1, obtained
by setting s = 1 -y(a')\y(x)]~l,
t = 1.
Now from (2.3.2a) we have

(2.3.6)

f *' y[r(y'y'q] 'dx =[b'iS'y(P+i)/i dx.

Ja

Ja

Integrating by parts reduces (2.3.6) to

(2.3.7)

f *' syp/qy' dx = -7— f"' r(y')(p+qVqdx

Ja

vp + aH Ja

+ -BT~ [syp,q-r(y'ylq]
p +q

",.

a

Using (2.3.5) and (2.3.7), on noting that sy'ypi1"«)/« > 0, and y(x) >
u(x) > 0 on (a, b'), we have
i* sy'yp^-^'qupdx>{b,

Ja

Ja

syip^-qyq^-ly'up+ldx

> (", sy'yp'qdx - (p + l)y(a')(b, sy'y(p~q),qdx
Ja

(2.3.8)

Ja

—rfV)(p+<?)/<?¿c
+-?[^ -Kv^'l 1*.
p+qJ a
P +q
la
- (p+ iMOf *,v'y(p~q)/('dx.
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Again, from (2.3.2a) we have

(2.3.9)

fa, sy^-iViy'dx = (q/p)[syp/q-r(y'y/q] I *,'.

This and (2.3.8), together with (2.3.3), imply that for any Ô > 0 there exists
an admissible function u defined by (2.3.4) such that
•b

( s(y')l-qypV-qVqup(u')qdx

J a

q_
>(1 -8)-2—
f"r(y')<-p+q>X-l-qVq(u'y+qdx.

p +Q J a
p+q

This proves the sharpness concerning (2.3.1).

2.3.2. The case p < 0, q < 0. Since in this case equality in (2.3.1) never
occurs in view of our requirement u =£0 in (a, b), we must modify the procedure used in 2.3.1. The hypotheses are the same as those in 2.3.1 except that
we need the following additional stronger assumption,

(2.3.11)

lim [r(y'y/q-syp/q]<~.
x-+a +

We note that the limit in (2.3.11) always exist, finite or infinite, and that

(2.3.11), together with y(a) = 0, implies (2.2.1b). To see this, we set / =
r(y'ylf -Syplq; then

/' = Wflq]' -syplq- (p/qysJWliy' <0,
by using (2.3.2a). Thus / is monotone decreasing on (a, b) and hence the
existence (finite or infinite) of the limit in (2.3.11) follows.
Now, we set

(2.3.12)

=/(*),
= g(x),

a'<x<b',
b'^x<b.

Here a', b' are to be assigned, and g(x) > 0 is any (fixed) admissible function.
For a' < x < b', we have

(2.3.13)

u(x)= P udt=y(x)\\ -Ä
Ja

|_

y(x)

+ J-

(a'gJ

y(x)J a

J

A special case of (1.4) obtained by setting s = 1 - y(a')/y(x) + /fl gdt/y(x),

t = 1, gives us, for p < 0,
[u(x)]p = \y(x)]

(

yg)

fqgdt\P

\

y(x) y(x)J

(2.3.14)

l

y(x)

y(x) J

for a'<x<b'.
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Now, since sy'ypV-qVq > 0, from (2.3.7), (2.3.9) and (2.3.14) it follows
that (after simplifying)

F s(y')l-qypV-qVqup(u')qdx
> -ff r(y'fp+q>>
V-q)lq(u'y+qdx
w
p +q J a

Ja

P +<7

J¡-USyPlq-r(y'ylq]\b'\

p +a Y

(2.3.15)

- q ïy(a') -fi gdt\ j [syplq- r(y'y'q]
__1Ca'r(y'yrp+c,){l-q)lqg>+qdx
p +qJ a
-— q_

fb
(b,r(yyp+q"l-qyqgp+qdx.

pP +q
+<7 J b

Hence,
•b

r sypd-Q)/<i(yy-<iuP(u')qdx

J a

(2.3.16)

>Q^k.

fbr(y>)(P+<l)(l-a)/q(uy+qdXt

p + q Ja

provided

-i- y[r(y'y/q - syplq\ b\ - qy(a') [r(y'y'q - syp'q] I *,'
a
\a
P ++Qa

+ dfJ a gdt {r(b')\y'(b')]p'q- s(b')\y(b')]p,q)
t

- qfa gdt{r(a')\y'(a')]p>q- s(a')\y(a')\p/q }
(2.3.17)

+ qJlZElirar(y,)ip+qHl_q)/qgP+qdx
p + q

(Ja

+ Sbb,riy')ip+qHl-q)/qgp+q dx\

<J¡Lf"'.r(y')<p+qVqdx.
p + q J a
To establish the fact that fhe inequality (2.3.17) can be satisfied by choosing a',
b' appropriately near a, b respectively, we only point out that the fourth term
tends to zero, using our new assumption (2.3.11) together with the fact that

Saa'gdt —>0 as a —►
a+. Thus from (2.3.16) the sharpness of (2.3.1) follows
in this case.
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2.4. Some examples. Although in this section we only consider the case
u(a) = 0, the corresponding results for u(b) = 0 may also be obtained. We only
consider the case w = (y')~l, so the inequalities thus obtained will give the best
constants.
Now, let a < 1, and -°°<a
<b <°°. In Theorem 2.1 set r(x) =

(x -a)aplq, s(x) = (1 - c¿ylq(b - ayía-lVq,

w(x) = (x-a)a.

Then (2.2.1)

has a solution y(x) = (1 - a)_1(x - a)l~a such that w = (y')~l. All hypotheses
of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Thus, by (2.2.4) we obtain, after some rearrangement,

/

* (x - a)*»"1* [°(p+<?)-p 1A?|M|P
|u'|<7dx

a

(2.4.1)

<- q_ (b-ay«-°Vq ry^o^-ty^^
Ja
P + <7 (l-a)p

This inequality is valid for any function u which is absolutely continuous on

[a, b) with u(a) = 0, and for all p, q such that either p > 0, q > 1 or p < 0,
q < 0, if u' does not change sign in the latter case. Equality holds in (2.4.1)
if and only if u = c(x -a)l~ot, for some constant c.

Example 2.1. Taking a = 0 in (2.4.1) we obtain

(2.4.2) Ja(" (x - ay^-qyq\ufW\q dx < P-^—
(b - ay'q JfVlp+<?
dx,
+q
a
for any function u which is absolutely continuous on [a, b) with u(a) = 0,
and for all p, q such that either p > 0, q > 1 or p < 0, q < 0, if u does
not change sign in the latter case. Equality holds in (2.4.2) i/anc? only if u =
c(x -a). (We note that (2.4.2) is obtained in [9, (19)], but for a slightly broader
range of values of p, q, namely, instead of p > 0, q > 1, [9, (19)] is also valid
for pq> 0 and p + q > 1.)
Example 2.2. Taking a=p/(p+q) in (2.4.1), we have

f* \u\p\u'\qdx
< M-V"P(ô -a)p/<p+«>

Ja

\P + qJ

(2.4.3)
x (" (x-ay<-p+q-l^+q>>\u'\p+qdx,
J a

for any absolutely continuous function u on [a, b) having u(a) = 0,and for
all p, q such that either p > 0, q > 1 or p <0,q < 0, if u does not change
sign in the latter case. Equality holds in (2.4.3) if and only if u = c(x - a)q^p+q\
(This , again, is obtained in [9, (20)] ; the same remark as in the previous example
applies here.)
In order to give the next example, we need the following remark.
Remark 2.3. In (2.2.1) we assumed that fb r~qlp dx < °°. However, we
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may remove this assumption provided
(2.4.4)

y(x) (r(x) \y'(x)] plq - s(x) \y(x)\ p/q}>Q

for x near b.

(We note that (2.4.4) actually implies that y[r(y'y/q - syp¡q] > 0 for all
x G (a, b), since g = r(y')p'q - syp'q is decreasing on (a, b).) To see this we
note that the condition f^r~q'p dx < °° was only used in the last assertion of
Lemma 2.1, which, again, was only used to get (2.2.12) from (2.2.11). However,

(2.4.4) automatically reduces (2.2.11) to (2.2.12). In Theorem 2.1, the other
assumptions are retained; in particular, (2.1.2c) is still needed in order to get
the cases of equality as asserted.
In §2.3, however, (2.3.2c) may now be replaced by (2.4.4) together with
the following weaker assumption:

(2.4.5)

y[r(y'y/q - syp/?] = 0(1) as x -» b-

We note that (2.4.4) ensures the validity of the inequality (2.3.1) itself, whereas
only (2.4.5) is needed in (2.3.3) to assure the sharpness of (2.3.1). It is (2.4.4),
together with (2.4.5), that is practically useful as we shall see in the following
interesting examples.

Now let - °° < a < b < °°. In (2.3.2) we take r =((p + q)/p) (p+<?)/?>

s = (q/P) (x - a)-p/q. Then (2.3.2), with (2.3.2c) replacedby (2.4.4) and (2.4.5),
has a solution y(x) = (x - ay'(-p+q\
The hypotheses at the beginning of subsection 2.3.1 are satisfied. Hence, by (2.3.1) we have, after simplifying:

(2.4.6)Jaf (x-af-f-* \u\p\u'\qdx
< (—r-Vf*
(*" af~ Vlp+<7
dx,
\p + q I J a
valid for any u such that u(x) = fxu' dt for x E (a, b) and

fb (x - a)q~l \u'\p+q dx < « and for all p, q such that p>0,q>l.
Equality
holds in (2.4.6) if and only if u = 0. The constant [p/(p + q)]~p is the best
possible.
Remark 2.4. We note that if u is of one sign on (a, b), then the inequality (2.4.6) is still valid for all p, q, such that p < 0, q < 0, provided b = °°
there. To see this we note that when b = °°, the integral appearing in (2.3.2e)
diverges at b, that is that /£ r(y')(-p+q^q dx = °° for any X E (a, °°) in our
example. Now we fix a', and let b' tend to infinity in (2.3.1); the sharpness
in our case follows from (2.4.5) and the specialized condition (2.3.2e).

Example 2.3. Taking q = 1 in (2.4.6) we have, for p > 0, and - °° <
a < b < °°,

(2.4.7)

C (x -a)-p\u\p\u'\dx <(-^-r\

Ja

\p + 1 /

" C \u'\p+idx,
J a

valid for any u such that u(x) = ¡x u dt for x E (a, b) and fb\u'\p + i dx <
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°°. Equality holds in (2.4.7) if and only if u = 0. The constant [p/(p + l)]~p
is the best possible.
It may be of interest to compare (2.4.7) with a = 0, b = °° to the following Hardy's inequality for integrals:

(2.4.8)

f™x~pup
dx<(-Z])Pfl ("Tdx (p>l),

unless u = 0. The constant is the best possible. Here u(x) = /q u dt with

u > 0. (See also [27].)
Although we shall not give examples here, we finally note that if w ¥=
(y'T1, then (2.2.4) is, in general, not sharp.

2.5. Comparison of results. We first wish to show that the results in this
chapter are direct generalizations of those in [11]. In [11] the boundary value
problem

(a) (d/dx) {r(x) \y'(x)]p } = \s'(x) \y(x)]p,

(2.5.1)

(b) r(b)\y'(b)]p = Xs(b)\y(b))p,

(c) y(P) = 0,
was considered. Here b < °°, and r and s are nonnegative in C1 [0, b]. The
authors in [11] assumed that (2.5.1) has a solution y for which y > 0 in
[0, b]. Under these assumptions they obtained the inequality

fi s(x)\u(x)\p\u'(x)\dx
(2.5.2)

<^Ti)/o^'W'P+1^
valid for any u such that u(x) =/£ u dt for x G [0, b], where a0 is the
smallest eigenvalue of the boundary value problem (2.5.1). Equality is attained
in (2.5.2) by the eigenfunctions corresponding to \0. (See also the comments

in Zbl. Math. 173 (1969), p. 57, by P. R. Beesack,related to the paper [11].)
We also note that there is only one eigenvalue X of (2.5.1) as pointed out
later by one of the authors. This means that there is no loss of generality in

setting Â = 1 in (2.5.1), and X0 = 1 in (2.5.2).
In the present chapter we have generalized the above result in two aspects:
(1) We considered two parameters p, q rather than one parameter p only.

(Compare (2.5.1), (2.5.2) with (2.2.1) and (2.2.4).) (2) We consider the best
possible constants when the solution of (2.2.1) is not admissible. The second
point is more important and was dealt with in §2.3 by unifying Beesack's method
with Benson's approach. The result in this section is not covered in either [11]
or [12], because neither in [11] nor in [12], is it possible to obtain the best
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possible constant when the solution of a certain boundary value problem is not
admissible. (This shows the fruitfulness of unifying the above-mentioned two

methods.)
In [9], some inequalities of the form dealt with in §2.2 were obtained by
using Holder's inequality, and even with a broader range of values of the parameters p, q. That is, inequalities of the type (2.2.4) were obtained in [9] for
all p, q such that pq > 0 and either p + q>\
or p +q < 0, instead of
either p > 0, q > 1 or p < 0, q < 0 as in Theorem 2.1. Moreover, in [9],
a reversed inequality of the type (2.2.4) was also obtained in case p < 0,
q>l,p+q>l,ot
p> 0,p + q <0. (We also note that the reversed inequality of a certain type was dealt with, for the first time, in [5], where the
author considered the inequalities of the Hardy type, systematically and uniformly.) However, in [9] the inequalities were obtained without reference to any
differential boundary value problem, and most of the inequalities obtained there
were not sharp.
It may be of interest to note that the sharp case of [9, Theorem 1] is included in our Theorem 2.1 in case p>0,q>\,oi
p < 0, q < 0.
It may also be of interest that the results in Chapter 2 are comparable with
those in [12] in some aspects. In order to state the various inclusion relations
we first note that in [12] the following theorem was proved from a functional
analysis point of view.

Theorem (D. W. Boyd). Suppose that rv Sj G Cl(a, b), that st(x) > 0
a.e. and r,(x) > 0 for a <x <b, that k, p, q are real numbers satisfying
p>Q,k>l,0<,q<k,
and that the operator Tl defined by

(2.5.3)

TJ(x) = [Sl(x)]^[r^r^fimdt

is compact from Lk —+L* with t = pk/(k - q). (The symbol ¿* denotes
the set of functions with ||/||ft = {Jbarx \f\k dx } */* < °°; since * > 1, £* is a
Banach space.) 77ze«the following eigenvalue problem (?) has solutions (y, X)

with y E C2(a, b) and y(x) > 0, y'(x) > 0 in (a, b).
(1) jx [kX(y')k~1rl -qyp(y')q-isl]

(P)

(2) lim >»(x)= 0 and lim
x-*a+

+ Pyp~l(y')qsl

= 0,

[k\(y')k~1rl-qyp(y')q~1sl]

= 0,

x-*b-

(3) ILv'Hfc
= 1.
There is a largest value X such that (P) has a solution and if X* denotes this
value, then for any fELk ,
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rb

rx

P

k\*

t C*

\(P+<?)/*

Equality holds in (2.5.4) i/a«d o«(y if f=cy' a-e. where y is a solution of
(?) corresponding to X = X* and c is any constant.
(Perhaps this an appropriate place to emphasize that in the papers [2]—[5],
Beesack, for the first time, made use of the Euler-Lagrangedifferential equations
associated with some extremal problems to investigate integral inequalities by
integral identities; he found that when the solution of a differential equation is
an admissible function for a certain type of inequality, then equality is actually
attained by this very solution. Moreover, if this solution is not admissible, he
still made use of the differential equation to discuss the sharpness, that is , the
best possible constants of the inequalities. In this chapter we have used his
method for the first time to duscuss the sharpness of Opial type inequalities.)
Now, from (2.5.4) we see that the case k = p + q, of Boyd's theorem,
is the only one which is comparable with the sharp case of Theorem 2.1 (with
p > 0, q > 1). Actually , the latter is included in the former, and Theorem
2.1 includes those cases of Boyd's theorem for which rv sx are continuous
and strictly positive, on a compact interval [a, b].
Finally, we note that Boyd's theorem does not include the case p < 0,
q < 0 of Theorem 2.1, that our methods are quite elementary whereas Boyd's
are not, and that the §2.3 includes sharp inequalities when the solution y of
the boundary value problem is not admissible (because f%r(y')(p+q"q dx = °°)
whereas (as pointed out in [12, p. 383]) Boyd's method cannot handle such inequalities. On the other hand, in Boyd's theorem, the existence of a solution
of the boundary value problem is a conclusion of the theorem, rather than a
hypothesis. In the last chapter, §4.5, Boyd's theorem will be considered again,
when it is compared with the results of Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 3. On a Class of NewInequalities
3.1. Introduction. In this chapter we are concerned with a systematic
and uniform treatment of some analogues and extensions of Hardy's inequality
for integrals and of Opial's inequality.
In 1968, Beesack and Das [9] considered integral inequalities of the form

(3.1.1)

Çbs\uf\n'\qdx < k(p, q)Ç"r\u\P+qdx,

Ja
'a

Ja

(or with < replaced by >), where r, s are nonnegative measurable functions
on / = (a, b), and u is absolutely continuous on / with either u(a) = 0, or

u(b) = 0, or both.
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The main extensions dealt with here are all integral inequalities of the form:
(rb

\*/Cp+«>

[fm W\uf\u'\qdxj
/

a

«pr)

/

a

\*/CP+9>

+(^j
V/(p+</)

tCb

C-i/a Slut
trb

,k ,

c ¡- mdx-

where either u(a) = 0, or «(e) = 0.
One of the most interesting things about the above inequality is that when
the first term on the left side is replaced by zero, it actually includes Theorem
3.1.1 in [5] (see also (1.1) and (1.2)). Since the terms and factors on the left
side of (3.1.2) are all nonnegative, (3.1.2) is an improvement of the results both

in [5] and [9].
We also note that in a recent paper [12], Boyd obtained best constants in a
class of integral inequalities similar to (3.1.2), but with the second term on the
left side of (3.1.2) replaced by zero. (A comparison of our results with those

of Boyd will also be given in §4.5.)
3.2. The main results. We consider the following nonlinear differential
boundary value problem.
(a) [ri>')(fc-<?)/<7]'+ sy(k-q)/'q = 0,

(b) lim r(y'/yyk-qVqyk/q = Q,
x-»-a+

(3 2 1)

f lim r(y'/y)(k-qVq= C (0 < C < °°),
(c)

lim

[r(y'/yik-qVq - C\yklq = 0,

\x-*b-

(d) Hy'typ-**

{¡Xar-qKk-q)dt)

* q)/" = 0(1) as x -

a +,

(e) ¡br(y')klqdx<™.
J a

Here, r is positive in C(a, b) (a or b or both may be infinite), s is nonnegative in C(a, b). We shall assume that (3.2.1) has a solution y such that y =

fx y dt with /(x) > 0 on (a, b), and y(b) < <» in case k/q < 0.
By setting h = (y'/y)^k~q)/q, from (3.2.1a) we see that h satisfies the
Riccati-like equation

(3.2.2)

*Z3 rnk/(kTq) + irfty = _ s(x)i x e (a>b)
*1
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We note that, in case (A:- q)/q > 0, then by (3.2.2) rh is a decreasing function
on (a, b), so that C in (3.2.1c) is finite automatically in this case.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the boundary value problem (3.2.1) has a
solution y(x) such that y(x) = /* y dt with y'(x) > 0 on (a, b) and y(b) <
°° in case k/q < 0. Let w be any positive measurable function on (a, b)
suchthat fx w~l dt < °o, and define W,R and S on (a, b) by

fa W'ldt)
(3.2.3)

R(x) = r(x) [W(X)]Ho-i)/qf
.fc(l-<7)/<I

Six) = s(x)[
Finally, let u be any locally absolutely continuous function on (a, b) with

u(x) = /* u dt such that fb R\u'\k dx < °°. 77ie«

<■■fa)«™
-'/>''**■
validfor p > 0, k > q > 1, where C is defined in (3.2.1c). //, i« addition,
u does not change sign on (a, b), then (3.2.4) is sfiTV
valid for all p, q, k
such that either p < 0, k < q < 0, or p > 0, k < 0 < q < 1, if fb w~l dt < °°
and \u(b)\ < °° i« the latter case.

Equality holds in (3.2.4) if and only if
u = k.y

(3.2.5)

(k. a constant),

_

w = k2(y') '

(k2 > 0, a constant) (q # 1),

or u = kxy, if q = 1.
In order to prove this theorem, we require the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. ¿er k/q > 1 or k < 0 < q < 1 and suppose that
/^R|«'|Ar£fx<oo and (Jx r~q^k-qy>dt)^k~q^q r(x)h(x) =0(1) as x—»a+.

Then, fx w"'1 \u'\q dt<<*> for a<x<b,

(3.2.6)

hm

and

[C wq-l\u'\q dt\k/q r(x)h(x) = 0.

x-*a+ \J a

I

Inthecase k <0 <q < I,we also have fbwq~l\u'\q dx < °°, if fbw~l dx <
<=°and \u(b)\ < «>.
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Proof. We note that all hypotheses in the lemma are stated in Theorem
3.1; the proof of this lemma may be completed by using Holder's inequality.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First we note that from (1.6), with p replaced

by k/q, we have for k/q > 1 (or k/q < 0), and a <a<ß<b,

fßa[Q(»')k/q+((k-q)/q)(Gv)k/ik-q)Qq/(q-k)+(k/q)Gx] dx
(3.2.7)

(k/q)G(v,x)

ß
a

By (1.8) equality holds in (3.2.7) if and only if the differential equation

(3.2.8)

i/ F (Gv)qHk-qÏQqHq-k)

is satisfied almost everywhere.

Now set
z = f wq~l \u'\q dt (which exists by Lemma 3.1),

(Note (p + q)/q > 0.) Also, setting Q ■ rzk(-q~k)/q , G = v(rh), we obtain

from (3.2.7), for a < a < ß < b,

fiU\u\k + [—

r/M*-«)+(r/i)jz*/<Mdx
dt\ k/(p+q)

> /p±3\ k/ip+q\x)mifa +-W*h
By using (3.2.2) we have, from (3.2.9),

fi R\u'\k
dx> 2/V/« dx+ U±A kKP+q)r(x)h(x)
■■$+**

\qzP/qdt\

ik/(p+q)\ß

I

=fiszk/qdx+(^Ak/iP+q)r(ß)h(ß)
(3.2.10)

x(fi

wi-^u'pzP/idti

- fc±2) k/(P+q)
r(a)h(cc)(fa
tf~* \u'\qdt\
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On noting that s(x) > 0 so that the integral /£ szktq dx exists, we obtain

from (3.2.10) by letting a —*a+, on using (3.2.6),

h±q_ y/o»*,) ,/j,
(3.2.11) \

M,_1^w,

q I

\

Äy/(P+i)
I

+f szk/qdt<S*aR\u'\kdx>
Now by letting ß—+b-

we finally get, on noting the first part of (3.2.1c),

(3.2.12)

We note that w«e« p>0, £<0<<?<
1, we have /* w_1 dx < °° and
|«(Z))|< °°. Hence, by Lemma 3.1 we have /* wq~1\u'\q dx < °°, which
assures us that the integral fb w9-1 \u'\qzplq dx in (3.2.12) exists (finite).
Now for p > 0, by using Holder's inequality, with indices q and q/(q - 1),
we have, for q > 1,

(3.2.13)

(f>-*)"'

([* w-1 dt\P(l~q)/q\u\p < zplq (see (2.2.13)).

Hence,

(3.2.14)

fi W\u\p\u'\q
dx <fi wq~l\u\qzP/qdx.

Wenote that if q = 1, then (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) are still valid, and that if u does
not change sign on (a, b), then (3.2.13) is also still valid for p < 0, q < 0. Thus,

for p < 0, k < q < 0, (3.2.14) is still valid, if u does not changesign on (a, b).
We also note that if u' does not change sign on (a, b) and p>0,0<q
<l, then
we have

(3.2.13a)

(3.2.14a)

(faw-ldyi-q)/q\u\p>zp/q,

fi W\uf\u'\qdx > f* wq~l\u'\qzplqdx.

Finally we note that the integral /* W\u\p\u'\qdx in (3.2.14a) exists (finite), since
in this case (p > 0, k < 0 < q < 1) all three conditions: u' is of one sign;
\u(b)\ <°°; and /* w_1 dx <<*>;are assumed; and one obtains Jb W\u\p\u'\qdx <

KJbwq-1\u'\qdx<°°

by Lemma 3.1.
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Now, from (3.2.13) we have for k/p > 0,

(3.2.15)

(f*w-idiY^V

<**/«.

Hence,

(3.2.16)

fis\u\kdx<ÇaSzk'qdx.

In case p>0,k<0<q<l,
(3.2.15) and hence (3.2.16) are still valid. This
followsfrom (3.2.13a) and the fact that k/p < 0 in this case.
Combining(3.2.12), (3.2.14) and (3.2.16), we have thus proved (3.2.4) for
p>0, k>q>\
or p < 0, t<i<0
on noting that k/(p +q)>0 in these
cases. Similarly,combining(3.2.12), (3.2.14a) and (3.2.16), we obtain (3.2.4)
for p > 0, k < 0 < q < 1, on noting that k/(p + q) < 0 in the present case.
Although the details of proving the equality conditions are quite long, the key
for proving these conditions is similar to that given at the end of the proof of
Theorem 2.1.
Since we shall not establish another theorem with u(b) = 0 (see also Remark
2.2), we state the following corollary without proof, which is based on both
u(a) = 0 (Theorem 3.1) and the corresponding case with u(b) = 0.
Corollary
3.1. Let u be locally absolutely continuous on (a,X\ and
[X,b) with u(x) = f*u'dt,a<x<X,
u(x) = - Jbu'dt, X<x <b, where X
is the unique solution of

(3.2.17) firqlp dt=fi rqlpdt (fi rqlpdt< «»Y
Here, r(x) is positive and measurable on (a, X), (X, b) respectively. Let w
be any positive and measurable function on (a, b) suchthat Sxw~ldt<°°

for x E (a, X), fb w'1 dt < ~ for x E (X, b), and define W,R on (a, b)

by
■w->dt\Pil-q)/q,

xE(a,X),

W(x)= l
\ "
/
| [W(X)]
<-i/f» „-. d\p(1-q)/q, x E (X,b),

(3.2.18)

R(x) = r(x)[w(x)] (P+qHi-i)/cit x e(a> b)

Then, if JbR\u'\p+qdx <°°,

(3.2.19)| (" W\uf\u'\qdx<-^Ja

p +q\J

((Xr-q/pdt\p/q[bR\uT+qdx.
a

I

Ja
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Here, either p> 0,q > I, or p <0,q <0,if
and (X, b) respectively in the latter case.

u is of one sign on (a, X)

Equality holds in (3.2.19) if and only'if
A¡Xrqlpdt,

xE(a,X),

Ja

(3.2.20)

"(*)=

rb

Bj r-*/pdt,

w(x) = C* [r(x)] qlp,

xE(X,b),
x E (a, b) (q*l).

Here, A, B, C* are constants. If q = \, w(x) in (3.2.20) is omitted.

Remark 3.1. In (3.2.19) setting a = 0 < b <<*>,W= R = I, and p =
q = 1, we obtain Opial's original inequality.

3.3. The sharpness of the inequalities when y is not admissible. We are
going to deal with those cases where the inequality (3.2.4) is best possible, but
equality is only attained in the trivial case u = 0 (or never in case p < 0,

k < q < 0 or p > 0, k < 0, 0 < q < 1). We first note that when w = (y'T1,
(3.2.3) and (3.2.4) reduce to
W=yp(l-q)/q(y'y-qf

1(33.1)

R=r<y>y(l-q)/q>
5 = yy*:(l-<?)/4)

(33.2)

+(q/(p +q))k/(P+q)(rl(b

syk^-qVq\u\k dx
Ja

<(q/(p +<7))ft/(p+<7)C-,f
rry)*(1-<,)A7l"'l*<fr.
Ja

We want to show that the constant (q/(p + q))kl(P+q^C~l is the best
possible when the left side of (3.3.2) is unchanged. There are three cases

p>0, Jt><7>l,and

p<0, k<q<0

and p>0,

fc<0<<7<l.

We first consider p > 0, k > q > 1. The hypotheses as stated in Theorem 3.1
are mainly unchanged except that instead of (3.2.1) we now assume the following nonlinear differential boundary value problem
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(a) (/</)<*-*>/«)'+ v<*-*>/*= 0,
(b)

lim

r(y'/y)(-k-q^qyk/q

< ~,

x-*a+

lim r(y'/y)<>k-qVq= C

(3.3.3) (c)

(0<C<«>),

x->ö-

lim y(x) = D < °°,
x-*b-

(à) (fa r~q/(k~q)dï\(k~q)/q r(y'/y)V<-qVq= 0(1)

as x -* a+,

(e) f r(y')fc/" dr - «,
Ja

has a solution y(x) = fx y dt such that y'(x) > 0 on (a, b). (We note
that y(x) = fx y dt assures us that we can get (3.3.1) from (3.2.3), and that
(3.3.3b) is weaker than (3.2.1b), whereas (3.3.3c) is stronger than (3.2.1c).

Only (3.3.3a), the first of (3.3.3c), and (3.3.3d) were used to establish the
validity of (3.3.2) for all admissible functions u.) Under these assumptions
(3.3.2) is still sharp, that is, the constant (q/(p + <7))k/<P+<?)C-1is best
possible when the left side of (3.3.2) is unchanged, although equality holds in

(3.3.2) if and only if u = 0.
Now to prove this, we take

«' = 0,

(3.3.4)

a<x<a,

=/,

a'<x<b',

= 0,

tí < x < b,

where a', tí will be determined later. Then u(x) = y(x) - y(a') for a'<

x < b' and, for k > 1,
(u(x))k = (y(x))

(3.3.5)

/.

\

y(fi'j\*

Áx)J

>CK,))>(.-^

, a'<x<b'.

This inequality is a special case of (1.4) with p replaced by k, obtained by
setting s = 1 - (y(a')/y(x)), t = 1.

Now by using (3.3.1), (3.3.4) and (3.3.5), we have
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k*/(P+<7)
(fi, WMp\u'\q
dxjk/(P+q)
+ (q/(p+ q)f/<*+q)C-1
fi S\u\kdx

(q/(P + q))k^p+q)C~lf

(3.3.6)

b'

, S\u(x)\k dx

J a

= W(P +q))k/(p+q)C-1[

J a

, syW-iViu" dx

> (q/(P+ q))kHp+q)C-l(fi,
syk'qdx- ky(a')fi s/*-«>/<*
dx\.
Now by (3.3.3a) we have

-&'

f, syk'qdx = -f, (riy'ïk-qïlq)'y dx

(3.3.7)

Ja

Ja

= - ry(y'Ík'q),q

". + ["'. r(y')k/q dx,
a

Ja

and

fb'

(k-q)/q dx = _ ("'(r(y^k-q)/q)' dx

Ja'

Ja

b'

= _ ^y>^k-q)lq

(3.3.8)

a

b'
*•

= -rhy(k-q)/q

a

On noting (3.3.7), (3.3.8), and the definition of u in (3.3.4), from (3.3.6) it
follows that
tk/(.P+q)

(jl

W\ur\urdxynP*q'+(q/(p+q))kHp+q)C-lj°S\u\kdx

(33.9) >-(q/(p+q))k/(p+q)C~l

(ry(y')^-q^q |* - J*K/)fc(1~<7)/<7l«'l*dx)

+ (q/(P + q))k/(p+q)kC-ly(a')r(y')<-k-qVq |

b'

.

Hence, for any 5 > 0 we have

(jl W\u\p\u'\q
dxy(P+q) + (q/(p+ q))kKp+q">C-lfi
S\u\kdx
(3.3.10)

> (1 - S) (q/(p + <7))fc/<P+<i)c-1
fbR\u'\k dx
Ja

= O - S) (q/(p + qyfto+Oc-1 (br(y')k(l-q)/q\u'\k dx,
J a

provided
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Kq/(P +q))k/(p+q)C~lj , r(y'flqdx
(3.3.11)

"
> (q/(P + q)fl(p+q)C-lr(x)h(x) (y(x))k¡q(\ -.ky(a') (K*))-1) *'•
a

Now, the terms on the right side of (3.3.11) are bounded as a —►a+, b' —►
b-, respecitively, by using (3.3.3b) and (3.3.3c) together with the fact that
y(x) is increasing on (a, b). Hence, by taking b' sufficiently close to b,
and a' appropriately close to a, the inequality (3.3.11) follows from (3.3.3e),
completing the proof of sharpness in this case.
Remark 3.2. In order to get the first inequality in (3.3.6) the Opial type
term was dropped.
We now consider the case k < 0 (that is, the remaining two cases p > 0,
k < 0 < q < 1 and p < 0, k < q < 0). These cases are characterized by
k < 0, and the following proof is suitable for both cases. When k < 0, equality
in (3.2.4) never occurs in view of our requirement u > 0, and we must modify
the procedure used before. The hypotheses are precisely the same as those in
(3.3.3) except that the condition (3.3.3b) is now replaced by

(3.3.12)

Urn r(x) (y'(x)/y(x))^k-q^q(y(x)Í-k-q>>lq< ~.
x->a +

(We note that (3.3.12) is a stronger requirement than either (3.2.1b), or (3.3.3b).
Also, by (3.3.8) we see that rhy^k~q^q is monotone decreasing on (a, b),
and hence the limit in question exists, finite or infinite.)

Now, we set
"'(x) = g(x),

(3.3.13)

a<x<a',

=y'(x)> a'<x<b',
= g(x),

b' <x<b.

Here a', tí are to be determined, and g(x) > 0 is the derivative of any (fixed)
admissible function. The remaining part of the proof is more or less similar to
that in the case k > 1. (See also the last part of §2.3.)
Remark 3.3. We emphasize that in this section we need the condition that
the function s is not identically zero on (a, b); otherwise, all proofs in this
section will fail to be true, leaving the question whether the constant is still best

possible undecided.
3.4. Some examples. Let a < 1, 0 < ß < 1 with 1 - ß =£k/q, and - °° <
a < b < <*>.Supposethat p > 0, k > q > 1, or p < 0, k < q < 0, or p > 0,
k<0<q<\.
Setting
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r(x) = (x-a)a^k-q^q+^-P,

s(x) = (1 - aflqß(x -ß)(«-0(fc/<?+(3)-«)md
y(x) = (l-a)-l(x-ay-a,

we see that y satisfies (3.2.1) on (a, b) with

C= (1 - afk~q)/q(b -a)(a-i)((*-<7)A7+p")
in (3.2.1c). Now we set w = (x - a)a, so that w = (/)_1. All hypotheses of
Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. From (3.2.4) we have, after simplification,

(3.4.1)
(1 - a)k (P+D/(P+fl)-i (f*(jc - fl)(9-D(«(P+fl)-P)/«ï|a|P|I<'|ff dxY(P+q)

+

(-2—\
\p+q

/

k/(p+q\i -afß(b -a)(»^)((*^Vï+»f*(x -^or-DOk+UH.^ Ä
/

g

\p+q)

Ja

\ */(P+< q\b-a)^-a^k-q^q+e)Cix-a)a{k~l)+{a~l)ß\u\kdx,
Ja

valid for any u such that u = /* u dt for every x E (a, b), and
fb(x - ay(k-D+(cc-i)ßlu'\k dx<OB and for any Pi a< k such that p>0>
k > q > 1. //, in addition, u does not change sign on (a, b), then (3.4.1) is

still validfor any p, q, k such that p < 0, k < q < 0. Finally, if the admissible
function u is further restricted to satisfy the condition \u(b)\ < °°, then (3.4.1)

is also validfor any p, q, k such that p> 0,k <0 <q <l.
in (3.4.1) if and only if u = kt(x - a)1'".
Example 3.1. Taking a = 0 in (3.4.1) we have

Equality holds

ííb(X-ayo-qyq\u\p\urdx\k/iP+q)

(3.4.2)

+(q/(p +q))kKp+q)ß(b-a)«k-qVqWfb(x-a)-tk+ß)\u\kdx
< (a/(P + q))k/(p+q)(b-a)«k-q)/q)+ßrb(x-arß\u\k
Ja

dx,

validfor any u stated below (3.4.1) with a = 0 there.
Now if ß - 1 and a < 1, with r, s, y, w defined as above we see that y
satisfies (3.3.3) on (a, b) (-°°<a<b<
°°) in case p > 0, k > q > 1, and hence
from (3.3.2) we have
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k*/(P+<?)
(£(x-<t)(q~ina(p+g)~p)/qMp\»\qdxY

fc/(P+<7)(1_(v)l+*('7-l)/(P+<?)

V7j
(3.4.3)

x {b -a)(l-a)k/q(b

(x _a)(a-l)*-l

,M(*dx

Ja

k/(P+Q)„

\plq)

l-k(p + l)/(p+q)

(I-a)

x (b -ä)<-x-a*lq[b(x

-a)ak-1

\u'\kdx,

J a

validforany

u suchthat

u=fxu'dt

for xE(a,b),and

and for any p, q, k such that p>0,k>q>l.

f%(x-a)ak~i\u'\kdx<<*>

Equality holds in (3.4.3) if and

only if u = 0. The constant on the right side of (3.4.3) is the best possible when

the left side of (3.4.3) is unchanged.
Example 3.2. If we now set a = 0 in (3.4.3), we have
(iba(x-ay«-qVq\u\P\u'\qdx\kKp+q)

(3.4.4)

ÁjTq-)

ft/(P+£?)<ô
-fl>fc/<?J?
(* -fl)"(fc+')|M|kdx

<(p-fq)k/(P+Q){b
-#*£*'*-W*
validforany u stated below (3.4.3) with a = 0 there.
In all previous examples we assumed that the constant C in (3.2.1c) or (3.3.3c)
was a finite positive number. However, we may get some examples by letting C =
0 and making certain modifications in the analysis of § §3.2 and 3.3. To see this
we note that when C = 0,by letting ß—*b- in (3.2.11), instead of (3.2.12)
we now have

(3.4.5)

f" szk/q dx < f* R\u'\k dx.

Ja

Ja

Now (3.2.16) is still valid for the values of p, q, k set out in Theorem 3.1.

Combining(3.2.16) and (3.4.5) we have

(3.4.6)

f * 5|«|fcdx <|* R\u'\kdx.

Ja

Ja

By the argument used in Theorem 3.1, equality can hold in (3.4.6) only if (3.2.5)
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is satisfied. By direct substitution into (3.4.6) one can verify that equality is
actually attained in this case with u (and w) defined by (3.2.5), provided (3.2.1c)
is now replaced by the conditions:

(1°) C=0;
(2°) ]imx^b_r(y'/y)Vc-qVqyk/q = 0.
(Wealso note that the second of (3.2.1c) was only needed to discussthe equality
clause in Theorem 3.1.)
We immediately consider an example of (3.4.6): Suppose that a = 0, b = <*>,

a>0,j3>0,and

k/q>\

with either q>\

or q<0.

Let

r = x(*-<7)(l-a)/<7>

s= [(a + ß)a^-q'>/q(k-q)/q]xa+ß-1-^k/q\l

+x")-fc/<?-

Then (3.2.1) with C= 0 has a solution

y = x0l(l +x*r*/p*.
Now by setting w = (y')~1 in (3.2.3) we have, from (3.4.6),
[(a +ß)ak-i(k-q)/q]f~xa+<3-ak-l(l

<r x(«-i)(i-i)(i
Jo

+x<3)W-W«3q)\u\k

dx

+ xß)HQ-i)(«+ß)Kßi)\u'\kax,

validfor any u such that u = JqU dt for x E (0, °°),and
f "V«-1>(1-*>(1 +xß)HQ-lXa+ß)/(ßq)^'\kdx<00

Equality holds in the above inequality if and only if

u = k1xa(\+xßTafß.
For our next example we set k = p+q with p > 0, q = 1. Now, instead of
(3.3.3) we consider the following differential boundary value problem:

(a) (r(y'y)'+syp

= 0,

(b) lim. ry(y'y < °°,
x-*a+

Ilim
r(y'/yy=C(Q<C<«>),
x-*blim

ry(y'y < ~,

x-*b~

(d) [ "r1/pdr]PrO'/)')p=0(l)

(?) fi r(y'y+1dx=

as x->a+,
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We note that in (3.4.7c) we allow C = 0. In fact, the first of (3.4.7c) is no
longer a restriction, since by a remark following (3.2.2), the limit concerned
must exist (finite) in our case, that is the case k = p + q with p > 0, q = 1.
Also, the second of (3.4.7c) will coincide with the second of (3.3.3c) in the
present case only when C> 0; otherwise the second of (3.4.7c) is weaker and
is all that is needed to ensure sharpness. (See also (3.3.11).) We also note
that the hypothesis y(x) = fxy' dt following (3.3.3) was only needed in the
proof of sharpness in order to ensure that /*w_1 dt = y(x), when w = (y'T1 \
but when q = 1, this integral is not involved at all, so the restriction on y
can be dropped. However, the hypotheses on r and s are unchanged; also
the hypotheses y(x) > 0, y'(x) > 0 on (a, b) are retained.
Under the boundary value problem (3.4.7) with C=0 there, the inequality

(3.4.6) with k = p+q(p>0,

(3.4.8)

q = l) now becomes

fi s\uf+ldx<f br\u'\p+'dx,

validforany u suchthat u(x) = fxu'dt for xE(a,b)
and fbr\u'\p+1 dx <
°°. Equality holds in (3.4.8) i/a«d only if u = 0. The unit constant on the
right side of (3.4.8) is the best possible. (We note that the condition C = 0
does not affect the proof of sharpness of (3.4.8). See also Remark 3.2.)
Remark 3.4. The inequality (3.4.8) was considered in [5], the proof
being based on a class of identities due to Beesack. See also Beckenbach and

Bellman[l.pp. 179, 180].
Example 3.3. Let a > 1, and - «>< a < b = <*>.Set

r = (x-ay+1-°,

l\p+i
s = (a(^AP+\x-a)-*,

y = (*-«)<«-!>/(p+i>.

then we see that y is a solution of (3.4.7) with C= 0 there. From (3.4.8)
with b = °°, we have, for p > 0,

(3.4.9)£* (X- a)-°\uP+1dx <fe±l\p+^
valid for any u such that u(x) = fxu'

C*" af+1_al«T

dx,

dt for x E (a, b) and

J"(x-ay + l-a\u\p + l dx < « Equality holds in (3.4.9) //and only if u ■ 0.
77ie constant ((p + l)/(a - l)y+1 is the best possible.
Example 3.4. Let a>l,and
-°°<a<b
<°°. Let r, s and y be
as in Example 3.3; then we see that y is a solution of (3.4.7) with C =
((a - l)/(p + l)y(b - a)1-01 there. From (3.3.2) with k = p+q
(p>0,
q = 1) we have, for p > 0,
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fr + î) (b - a)1-* f* \uf\u\ dx +(" (x - aTa\u\p+ï dx
a —1

(3.4.10)

Ja

Ja

(Srfjrx«"-"*""*'*

va/id /or any u such that u = fxu dt for every x E (a, ô), and

fb(x - ay+I-£V|p+1 dx < °°. Equalityholdsin (3.4.10)if and only if
u = 0. 77ieconstant on the right side of (3.4.10) is the best possible when the
left side o/(3.4.10) is unchanged.
Remark 3.5. By setting a = 0 in (3.4.9) we get part of Hardy's inequality for integrals (see [16, Theorem 330]); the other part of Hardy's inequality
for integrals may also be discussed by considering the case u(b) = 0. (See
remarks before Corollary 3.1.) More recently, a number of extensions and
generalizations of Hardy's inequality have been considered by Beesack [5],
Boyd [12], Tomaselli [29], and Shum [27]. (See also [8], where more
references are given, for a thorough discussion of certain integral inequalities
including those of Hardy's.)
Remark 3.6. The inequality (3.4.10) is a generalization of (2.4.1) with
q = 1, and a replaced by (p + 1 - a)/p.

Chapter 4. Some Related And Reversed Inequalities
4.1. Introduction. In Chapter 3 in order to obtain the inequality (3.2.4),
our proof required that the set, k, p, q satisfy either p > 0, k > q > 1 or

p<0,

k<q<0

or p>0,k<0<q

<l.

Since both terms on the left

side of (3.2.4) are of interest to us, we shall obtain some related inequalities
in which one of these terms is modified. This will also allow us to enlarge
the range of k, p, q. To be precise, we shall consider inequalities of the

followingtwo types in §4.2:

(4-1-1) (f*W-Wdx\k/q

+C~lfb S\u\kdx<C~lfb R\u'\kdx;

and

(fi
(4.1.2)

W\unu'\qdx\k/(P+q)+(q/(p+q))k^p+q^C-lfbszk/qdx

< (q/(P+ q))k/(p+q)C-xfi R\u\k dx

(z = fiw"-1 \u'\qdx\

These inequalities will be established for appropriate values of k, p, q; see

Theorem 4.1 and Corollaries4.1, 4.2.
In §4.3, a reversed inequality of the inequality (3.2.4) is obtained for the
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case p>0,

0<£<<7<1,
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while its sharpness (when y is not admissible) is

considered in §4.4.
In the last section 4.5, a comparison of results in this and the previous chapter, with those published in other papers is given.

4.2. Some inequalities related to (3.2.4). In the following Theorem 4.1
we shall deal with some other cases of (3.2.12). We assume that k/q > 1, or
k < 0 < q < 1, since this is necessary in order to use (3.2.12). Although the
following theorem and its two corollaries only deal with the case u(a) = 0,
analogous results can be proved dealing with the case u(b) = 0.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the boundary value problem (3.2.1) has a
solution y(x) satisfying all the hypotheses listed in Theorem 3.1. Let w, W,
R, S and u be as in Theorem 3.1. Then
((bwq-*\u'\qdx\k/q

(4.2.1)

Va

/

+C-1(bSMkdx

J"
<C-1f&.R|M'l*dx,
Ja

validfor all p, q, k such that p<0,k>q>l,p+q>0,

where C is de-

fined in (3.2.1c). //, in addition, u does not change sign on (a, b), then (4.2.1)

is still validfor all p, q, k such that either p>0,k<q<0,p+q<0
p<0,k<0<q<:l,p+q>0
(in the latter case the two additional

or

assumptions- \u(b)\ < °° and Jb w'1 dt < °°- are assumed).

Also, if p<0,k>q,0<q<l,p+q>0,

and u does not change

sign on (a, b), then

(V W\ufW\q
dx\ k/(P+q)+ (^)

'bszk/q
*/<p+«>c-iJ-

dx

(4.2.2)

<(p-f7)k/(p+q)c-*fbaR\u'\kdx (z =jy-wdxY
Equality holds in (4.2.1) or (4.2.2) i/a«d only if (3.2.5) is satisfied,if
q^\,or
u = kxy, if q = I.
Proof. We first assume k/q > 1; then, if q > 1 (and hence k> q>
1), we have, from (3.2.13) with p replaced by k,

Hence,

p->

*)*<•;
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(4.2.4)

faSzk/qdx > faSMk dx-

Combining(3.2.12)and (4.2.4) we obtain (4.2.1) with p < 0, k > q > 1,
p + q > 0.
If q < 0 (and hence p > 0, k < q < 0, p + q < 0), then Holder's inequality gives us, if u is of one sign,

(4.2.5)

,1* <, J

: -

~\a-*Vf

w(lVi *)(1

Since * < 0, from (4.2.5) we see that (4.2.3) is still valid, if u is of one sign.
Thus, repeating the argument used above we see that (4.2.1) is valid in this
case.

Now, if 0 < q < 1 (and hence k > q, 0 < q < 1), then (4.2.5) is still
valid, if u is also of one sign. We note that if, in addition, p > 0, then (3.2.12)
cannot be further refined. However, if p < 0 (and hence p < 0, k > q,
0<<7<l,p+<7>0),
and if u is of one sign, then from (4.2.5), on noting
that k/(p + q) > 0, we have

(4.2.6) (¡y-i

M**

dx\ kKP+q)> (fi W\u\W dx\k/(P+q\

From (3.2.12) and the above inequality we get (4.2.2).
In this way we exhaust all possibilities concerning k/q > 1, in which case
(3.2.12) is always true. We now turn to the case k/q < 0; in this case (3.2.12)
is still valid at least for (k <) 0 < q < 1 which is required in order to have
the function z(x) well defined. (See also Lemma 3.1.) Now since 0 <q < 1,
hence (4.2.5) is still valid if u is also of one sign. From (4.2.5), on noting
that k < 0, we have

(4.2.7)

zk/q>\u\k(fXaW-idt)k(1-q)/q.

Thus, (4.2.1) is again valid for all k, p, q such that p<0,

k<0

<q <l,

p + q > 0, if u does not change sign.
Finally, we note that the equality conditions follow precisely as in Theorem

3.1.
Although we shall not discuss (4.2.1) further, we now consider some
corollaries of (4.2.2) in Theorem 4.1 and (3.2.4) in Theorem 3.1, obtained by
taking q = 1 or s = 0 in these theorems.

Corollary
4.1. Suppose that the boundary value problem (3.2.1) has
a solution y(x) suchthat y(x) = fxy'dt with y'>0
on (a, b) (and y(b)<
00 if k < 0). Finally, let u be any locally absolutely continuous function on

(a,b),with

u(x) = ¡xu'dt, such that ¡br\u'\kdx<°°

(and \u(b)\<«> if
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k<0).
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77ie«

naV|i/|d*Y/(P+1) + (\/(p+ \))k^+^C-lfis\u\kdx
(4.2.8)

<C-1/-J_V/(p

+ I)C-1/aÔr|«'|*dx,

validfor p > 0, k > 1, where C is defined in (3.2.1c). //, in addition, u'
does not change sign on (a, b), then (4.2.8) is still valid for all p, k such that

either p>0,k<0
or -Kp<0,k>l.
Equality holds in (4.2.8) i/a«d only if u = kyy.
Proof.

By setting q = \ in (3.2.4) of Theorem 3.1, and (4.2.2) of

Theorem 4.1 respectively, we arrive at this corollary.
Corollary
4 .2. Suppose that the boundary value problem (3.2.1) wir«
s = 0 has a solution y(x) satisfying all the hypotheses listed in Theorem 3.1.
Let w, W,R and u be as in Theorem 3.1. Then

(4.2.9)(;>w

ft)l/<p+"< (-^\

,/(,+V'r>'r-

*

validfor all p, q, k such that p > 0, k > q > 1, where C is defined in
(3.2.1c). //, i« addition, u does not change sign on (a, b), then (4.2.9) is

also validfor all p, q, k such that either p < 0, k < q < 0, or p < 0, k > q,
0 <<7 < 1,p + <7> 0,or p>0,k<0<q<
I,provided \u(b)\ <°° in the
latter case.

Equality holds in (4.2.9) i/a«d only if
(4.2.10)

u = k.y
l
w = k2(y')~l

(k,' a constant),
(k2 > 0, a constant) (q ¥= 1),

or u = kxy, if q = 1.
Proof. Setting s = 0 in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1, then (4.2.9)
follows from (3.2.4) and (4.2.2) respectively. Also, (4.2.10) is a direct consequence
of (3.2.5). We note that the assumption y(b) < °° in case k < 0 <q < 1 is
retained here, so that y is still admissible in this case.
Remark 4.1. It is worth noting that (4.2.9) allows pq < 0; this is a consequence of Theorem 4.1. Also, new examples may be obtained from (4.2.8)
and (4.2.9); the latter provides generalizations of the inequalities in (2.4.2) and
(2.4.3). For example, for suitable choices of W,R in (4.2.9) one obtains:
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(fix-ay^lq\u\p\u'\qdx\k'(P+q)
(4.2.11)

^

(q

\k/(p+q)

—7—I

(b-a)

(k-q)qrb

p+qj

fc

I |«rdx,
J"

and
\fc/(p+</)

Mjuflt/'i"
/

<4-2-12>

?

^(pT^)

dxj
\

l-(fcp/(P + <7))^

(*"fl)

,ifc -<?)/(P+<l)

• Jaf*(*-«)p(*'"I)/ÍP+,Vl*dx
The conditions on the admissible functions u and the parameters p, o, k in both
(4.2.11) and (4.2.12) are the same as those stated in Corollary 4.2. Equality holds

in (4.2.11) if and only if u = kx(x - a); while equality holds in (4.2.12) if and
only if u = kx(x - a)q/(p+q). When k = p + q, (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) reduce to
(2.4.2) and (2.4.3) respectively.
4.3. A reversed inequality (p > 0, 0 < k < q < 1). We are now going to
deal with inequality (3.2.4) with the inequality sign reversed. We only deal with
the case u(a) = 0. The hypotheses at the beginning of §3.2 are unchanged except
that instead of (3.2.1) we use the following differential boundary value problem:

(a) (r(y'y,k-qVq)' + ^"-^li

= 0,

(b) Urn r(y'/yy-k-q)lq(y(x))klq = 0,
x->a +

(4.3.1)

(lim

(y'/yik-q^qr(x)=C

(0 < C < °°),

\x-*b-

(c)J lim y(x) = D< »,
b-

(d) /j ' a1

Syk/q dx < 00.

Theorem 4.2. Let p>0,0<k<q<
I, and suppose that the boundary
value problem (4.3.1) has a solution y suchthat y(x) = fxy'dt with y > 0
on (a, b). Let w be any positive and measurable function on (a, b) such
that Jxw~ldt<°o.
Let W,R and S be defined as in Theorem 3.1. Finally,
let u be any locally absolutely continuous function on (a, b) with u(x) =
Jx u dt, where u

does not change sign on (a, b), such that Jb S\u\k dx < °°
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and Jb W\uf\u'\q dx < °°. 77ien

fbR\u'\kdx<fbS\u\kdx

Ja

Ja

(4-3-2)

/n + „
Y^-)

\ k,(n+a^/r».„.
,-, dxY
. V/(p+<?)
t/(p+<?)c/}*aft
WwrVr7

where C is defined in (4.3.1c).
Equality holds in (4.3.2) i/a«d only if
m= kty

(fc, a constant),

w = k2(y')~l

(k2 > 0, a constant) (q ¥= 1),

or u = kxy if q= 1.
Proof . For p > 0, by using Holder's inequality, with indices # and
q/(q - 1) we have, for 0 < q < 1,

-|J>

|M|P= |r«'dr

that is,

(«.4,

(/^-^"-"".^(/V-,»!«*)"'.

(We note that the inequality (4.3.4) is also valid for p > 0, and q = 1, with
equality holding in this case.) Let z(x) = /* wq~1 \u'\q dt, which is well defined

by (4.3.4); then from (4.3.4) we have
(4.3.5)

(" W\u\p\u'\qdx >\"wq-l\u\qzplq

Ja

Ja

dx,

and, for k/p > 0,

(4.3.6)

f "s\u\k dx >[bszk'q dx.

Ja

Ja

Now from (1.7), with p replaced by k/q, we have, for 0 < k/q < 1, and
a < a < ß < b,

Sßa(Q(v')k/q+((k-q)/q)(Gv)k/<k-q)QqHq-k>+(k/q)Gx)dx
(4-3.7)
< (k/q)G(v, x)\ .

Equality holds in (4.3.7) if and only if (3.2.8) is satisfied.
Now the proof of (4.3.2) can be completed by setting
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v = U\(t±l\

k«P+q){fy-l ^zPla „V/U"«) = (q/k)zk/qt
Q = rzk(q-k)/q*f

G = v(rh)

in (4.3.7), on noting (4.3.5), (4.3.6), together with (3.2.2) and the first of
(4.3.1c).
The equality clause follows from (4.3.1b,d), and the second of (4.3.1c). (We
also note that (4.3.Id) and the second of (4.3.1c) assure the admissibility of y.)
Example 4.1. Let a<l,and
- °°<a <b <<*>,and set r(x) =
(x - a)a(k~qVq, s = 0. We see that (4.3.1) has a solution y(x) =
(1 -a)-\x-ay-a
with C = (l -a)**-*^
-a)ia-l)(-k-q)/q in(4.3.1c). Now
we set w(x) = (x- a)a. All hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Thus, by
(4.3.2) we have

Ay

(4.3.10)

_ a)(i-i)("(p+<7)-p)A7|U|P|U'|<7
dxy/(p+
(-£—\k/(p+q\b

_fl)(i-«)(fc-«i)/i

x (1 -a)1-fc(1+p>/(p+")r(x-a)a(fc-,)|«'|fcdx>
Ja

valid for any u suchthat

u(x) = fxudt

with u of one sign on (a, b), and

fb(x - afq-l^^p+q)-p)lq\uf\u\q dx < °°,
and for all p, q, k such that p>0,0<k<q<l.

Equalityholdsin (4.3.10)

i/and only if u = kx(x- a)1_a.
4.4. The sharpness of the inequality (4.3.2) when y is not admissible. By
setting w = (y'y1 in (4.3.2), we have

(çb^-^(yy^mu'\q

(4A1)

dx\k/(p+q)

+ (q/(P + <z))*/<"+«>C-1
f sykV-qVq\u\kdx
Ja
'a

•b

> (q/(P + q))k,(p+q)C-1 [br(y')kV-qVq\u'\k
Ja'a

dx.

We want to state the conditions under which the constant ( q/(p +q))k'^,+q^C~l
is the best possible when the left side of 1(4.4.1) is unchanged. Now, instead
of (4.3.1), we consider the following differential boundary value problem
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(a) (r(y'fk-qyq)' + SyV<-qVq= 0,
(b)

lim_ r(y'/yyk-q'>/qyk/q

< oo,

x-+a +

(4.4.2)

lim r(y'/yyk-qVq = C (0 < C < °°),
(c)

x->b-

lim y(x) = O < o«,
x->b-

(d) (bsyk/q

dx = oo.

Jo

We assume that (4.4.2) has a solution y(x) = fx y dt with y'(x) > 0 on
(a, b). Note that (4.4.2b) is much weaker than the corresponding condition

(4.3.1b), and that (4.4.2d) states that y is not admissible. The proof of
sharpness in this case is omitted, but is similar to that given following (3.3.3).
Example4.2. Let a > 0, p > 0, 0 < k < q = 1, and set r(x) =
(x - a)k~l~ka, s(x) = ak(x - a)~l~ka. Then we see that (4.4.2) has a solution
y = (x-a)a
on (a, b) (- °» <a < b < o°), with C= ak~l(b-a)'1«*
in

(4.4.2c). By (4.4.1) we have

(/^rtrlft)^*"^)^''^-.^*--^-*-

(4A3)

* ^Tt)

M'ft

",/"+')«,-*(i- <f>

- «O'-'Vi« ft.

va/i'd/or a«^ u such that u(x) = fx u dt with u of one sign on (a, b),

( \uf\u'\dx<°°

Ja

and C(x - aTl-ka\u\k dx < °°.
Ja

Equality holds in (4.4.3) i/and only if u = 0. 77ie constant on the right side

of (4.4.3) is the best possible.
4.5. Comparison of results. The inequalities in the theorems of the
previous chapter and this chapter are new. Special cases of these inequalities
were considered by other authors.
In 2.5, we already compared the results in Chapter 2 with those of Boyd
and Wong [11], Beesack and Das [9], and Boyd [12]. The latter paper was
written from a functional analytic point of view. Since our unifying method
is elementary, it may be of interest to know to what extent the result in
Theorem 3.1 is comparable with that in the main theorem of [12]. The latter
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theorem of Boyd was already quoted in 2.5. It is clear that these theorems
can only be compared when s = 0 in Theorem 3.1.
We first note that when s = 0 the inequality (3.3.2)-the sharp form of
(3.2.4)—reducesto
|t/(p

+ <7)

[fiyPil~q)/q(y')1~qMp\»'\qdxX
(4.5.1)
(_q_\k/(p+q)c-x(br(y')kil-q)/q\u'\kdx,
\P+q
/
Ja
with equality if and only if u = kxy, where y is a solution of the following
boundary value problem

(a) [r(yyk-qVq]' = 0,
(b) lim r(y'/yik-q^qyklq

= 0,

x-*a +

lim r(y'/y)<-k-q)/q =C

(4.5.2)

(c)

(0<C<°°),

x^-b-

lim [r(y'/yik-qVq - C\yk>q = 0,
x-*b-

(d) rty'/y^-^Uy^-rt

(e) C*y'f,qdx
J a

dtYk Q)/q=0(1) as x —a+,

<oo.

In order to compare (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) with Boyd's main theorem in [12], we
assume that r is positive and measurable on (a, b) with fbr~q'^k~q^dx < °°.
(In view of the next sentence, we see that this is also a necessary and sufficient
condition for (4.5.2) to have an admissible solution.) From (4.5.2a) we have
y = Afxr~q/(k~q) dx, for some constant A. Checking through (4.5.2b-e), we

see that y=Sxr~qKk~q)dt isa solution of (4.5.2) with C=(Jbrq^k-q)dXyq-k)/q
in (4.5.2c). Now letting p > 0, k > q > 1 (this is one of the sets of values of
k, p, q in Theorem 3.1), from (4.5.1) we have

-<7)/<7

(4.5.3)
xrbr°(k-iy(k-q)lu'\kdXi
Ja

with equality if and only if u = kxfx fql(-k~q^ dt, for any constant kx.
Now for the sake of convenience we write down Boyd's inequality and
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the boundary value problem (?) as follows (see (2.5.8)):

(4-5-4)hbasM\u>\q
dxV/(P+<?)
<(-^A

kKP+q\k^p+qXr^\k**>

with equality if and only if u = kxy, where y is a solution of the boundary

value problem
(1) [UrY(y')k-1

(?)

-qsiyp(y')q-1}'

(2) lim y(x) = 0, lim
x-*a+

(3) /%,(/)*

+ psiyp-l(y')q

= 0,

[XÄr,(/)*-> - qsxyp(y')q-1] = 0,

x->6—

dx=l.

We note that in [12], (4.5.4) was proved to be valid for all p, q, k such that

p>0,

0<q<k,k>

I.

Now if we set rx = rqik~l>/<*-«>, and

s, = (/%-"/(*-") £fíy(,-</)/V«í-1)/(^),
then one can verify that (?) has a solution

y(x)=(fbar-q«k-q)dx\llkfir-qKk-qï dt,
with

and with rx, sx so defined the inequality (4.5.4) is equivalent to (4.5.3). We
note, however, that our hypotheses are slightly weaker than Boyd's since he required that both rx and s, are in Ci(a, b). On the other hand, Boyd's
theorem gives (4.5.3) for the broader range of values p>0,0<q<k,
k>l
of the parameters p, q, k, compared to our range p > 0, 1 < q < k.
Finally let us notice that in this special case, both boundary value problems
(4.5.2) and (?) are trivial in the sense that they can be solved explicitly in terms
of the function r. The inequality so obtained is the same inequality, that is
(4.5.3), which contains Opial's inequality as a special case, as can be seen by

setting p = <7= l,fc = 2, r=l,a = 0 in (4.5.3). Also, the inequality (4.5.3),
with q= l,k = p + l> I, was obtained by Calvert in [14, p. 73] ; the latter
inequality generalized a result of Beesack in [6] who had considered the case

p= l,as stated in [14, p. 73].
In [14], some reversed inequalities were also given, but these inequalities
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are quite different from ours in 4.3 and 4.4. In any case, reversed inequalities
of Opial type were handled in [9] systematically; these inequalities are also
different from ours. They are, in fact, reversed inequalities of those in our
Chapter 2, although the methods used are quite different. We have (so far)
been unable to obtain reversed inequalities of those in Chapter 2 by the methods
used in the last two chapters.
Another theme in the previous chapter is the generalization of Hardy's
inequality for integrals in 3.4. Neither in [11] nor in [12] were the authors able
to handle those cases where the solution of a certain boundary value problem
fails to be admissible; and this is the case when Hardy's inequality is concerned.
For an extensive bibliography related to this and similar results see [8]. In
particular, our results are closely related to those in [5], [9], as well as [12].

As pointed out in 3.4, when k = p +q,q=

l,and C = 0 in (3.2.1c), the

corresponding modified boundary value problem was handled in [5] very
thoroughly. On the other hand, if we set s = 0, k = p + q, the examples so
obtained (see Remark 4.1) were essentially considered in [9]. As we noted before (in 2.5) the results in [9] were obtained without reference to any differential
boundary value problem.
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